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1) According to Aristotle, he who has not the irritant that makes the past fail _______ that enlivens them all: (substitutingly into this name)?

- the nature
- the language
- the age of the work
- the author

No. of the question is correct: 0

2) Which of the following statements are true about the qualities admired by Aristotle in a tragic hero?

- He must be brave
- Only he who is not brave
- Only he who is brave
- He is brave and (b) brave
- All of the above

No. of the question is correct: 0

3) According to Aristotle, what are the aspects that distinguish a tragic art? (mention two)

- objects
- objects and manner
- medium and manner
- medium
- objects and manner

No. of the question is correct: 0

4) Which of the following is not true about a tragic hero?

- He is brave
- He is not brave
- He is brave and (b) brave
- All of the above

No. of the question is correct: 0

5) Which of the following is not true about the distinctions between the kinds of imitation?

- There is no necessity between the different kinds
- One kind of imitation is a copy of the other kind
- One kind of imitation is higher than another kind
- Aesthetic value and imitation of figures

No. of the question is correct: 0

6) Which one of the following is the correct description of a tragic hero?

- He is brave
- He is not brave
- He is brave and (b) brave
- All of the above

No. of the question is correct: 0

7) According to Longinus, in understanding the sources of superiority, which of the following are included in the concept of dignified expressions?

- Proper choice of words
- Free choice of words
- Use of metaphors and other ornaments of diction
- Many words
- Many words and others

No. of the question is correct: 0

8) Which one of the following is not true about the tragic form of literary expression?

- Tragic form
- Tragic form
- Tragic form
- Tragic form
- Tragic form

No. of the question is correct: 0

9) Which one of the following is not true about the tragic form of literary expression?

- Tragic form
- Tragic form
- Tragic form
- Tragic form
- Tragic form

No. of the question is correct: 0

10) Which one of the following is not true about the concept of sublimity?

- In sublimity, there is a certain likeness and exaltation of language
- Authors gain inspiration by not being accustomed to the Temple of Fame
- The purpose of sublimity is to move to peril and delight
- It is also defined with the concept of the reader's goal of himself

No. of the question is correct: 0

11) Which one of the following is true about the concept of sublimity?

- In sublimity, there is a certain likeness and exaltation of language
- Authors gain inspiration by not being accustomed to the Temple of Fame
- The purpose of sublimity is to move to peril and delight
- It is also defined with the concept of the reader's goal of himself

No. of the question is correct: 0